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NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE STRONG LOCAL
MINIMALITY OF C1 EXTREMALS ON A CLASS OF NON-SMOOTH DOMAINS

JUDITH CAMPOS CORDERO AND KONSTANTINOS KOUMATOS

ABSTRACT. Motivated by applications in materials science, a set of quasiconvexity at the boun-
dary conditions is introduced for domains that are locally diffeomorphic to cones. These conditions
are shown to be necessary for strong local minimisers in the vectorial Calculus of Variations and
a quasiconvexity-based sufficiency theorem is established for C1 extremals defined on this class of
non-smooth domains. The sufficiency result presented here thus extends the seminal theorem by
Grabovsky & Mengesha (2009), where smoothness assumptions are made on the boundary.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of finding necessary and sufficient conditions for a map to be a strong local
minimiser of a given functional is a fundamental question in the Calculus of Variations. The
scalar case was first solved by Weierstrass and, later, Hestenes [Hes48] extended these results by
considering minimisers that allow more than one independent variable.

Regarding the vectorial case, the problem has received considerable attention over the past
decades. In [Zha92] Zhang proved a sufficiency theorem in which the strong quasiconvexity of
the integrand is used to prove that smooth solutions to the weak Euler-Lagrange equations are
spatially-local minimisers. In other words, this means that minimality can be obtained when con-
sidering sufficiently small domains.

Ball conjectured in [Bal98] that a natural way to extend the Weierstrass theory to the vectorial
case had to be based on the conditions of quasiconvexity in the interior and at the boundary, the
latter having been introduced in [BM84a] and shown to be a necessary condition for strong local
minima; see also [Kru13, KKK14, MS98] for other works related to the notion of quasiconvexity
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at the boundary. More precisely, Ball’s conjecture states that under suitable quasiconvexity con-
ditions, if a map is sufficiently smooth, satisfies the weak Euler-Lagrange equations and the strict
positivity of the second variation, then it is a strong local minimiser.

Further achievements for the vectorial case were obtained in [Tah01]. In addition, Kristensen
and Taheri showed that, under strong quasiconvexity and p-growth conditions, W1,p-local mini-
misers are partially regular, i.e. of class C1,α almost everywhere in their domain. Their result
extended the partial regularity that Evans had established for the first time for global minimisers
under similar assumptions on the integrand [Eva86]. Furthermore, and in contrast to the previous
achievements on the vectorial problem, Kristensen and Taheri modified the remarkable example
by Müller and Šverák in [MŠ03] to construct a strongly quasiconvex integrand with strictly posi-
tive second variation, such that the corresponding weak Euler-Lagrange equations admit Lipschitz
solutions that are not W1,p-local minimisers [KT03]. This made it clear that Lipschitz regularity
of the extremal is not enough to ensure strong local minimality. Székelyhidi extended further the
example of Kristensen and Taheri to the case of polyconvex integrands [Szé04].

However, it was only until the seminal paper [GM09] of Grabovsky and Mengesha that the
conjecture of Ball was settled. They showed that, for domains of class C1, a strong version of
the aforementioned quasiconvexity conditions is in fact sufficient for a C1 map to be a strong
local minimiser of an integral functional under specific growth and coercivity assumptions on the
integrand.

The aim of the current work is to address the vectorial problem without the C1 regularity
assumption on the domain but instead allowing certain types of singularities of the boundary.
More specifically, we establish a quasiconvexity-based sufficiency result for minimisers defined
on domains that are locally diffeomorphic to cones (see Definition 2.7 for a precise definition).

Similarly to the work in [GM09], it is shown that when complemented with the satisfaction of
the weak Euler-Lagrange equations and the (strong) positivity of the second variation, a strong
version of the quasiconvexity in the interior and the suitably adapted conditions of quasiconvexity
at the singular boundary are indeed sufficient for a C1 map to be a strong local minimiser.

The need to extend the Weierstrass theory to domains of this type arises naturally in view of ap-
plications. For example, models based on energy minimisation, and consequently the techniques
of the vectorial Calculus of Variations, have been very successful in materials science where
typical specimens are polyhedral. Indeed, the work presented here has been largely motivated
by [BK16] where, in a simplified model, a set of quasiconvexity conditions at edges and corners
of a (convex) polyhedral domain was employed to explain remarkable experimental observations
in a shape-memory alloy (see [BKS13]). In particular, it was shown that, in this simplified model,
the quasiconvexity conditions hold in the interior and at edges, thus preventing the localised nucle-
ation of the high temperature phase; in contrast, and consistent with observations, quasiconvexity
was lost at certain corners allowing for nucleation. The sufficiency result presented in the current
work could be used to strengthen the result of [BK16] in a different modelling regime where vari-
ations that are not localised are also considered. This may indeed be an interesting direction to
pursue. We remark that quasiconvexity conditions at points of the boundary with conical singu-
larities were first discussed in [BM84a, Remark 2] but, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this
idea had not been previously applied.

The plan of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, we state the general assumptions under which
we establish our results. We further give all the required definitions on our domains as well as
the generalised quasiconvexity conditions at the singular boundary. In Section 3, we show that all
these quasiconvexity at the boundary conditions are indeed necessary for a strong local minimiser
and, in Section 4, we state and prove the corresponding quasiconvexity-based sufficiency theorem
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which generalises the result of [GM09] to the case of domains locally diffeomorphic to cones. Our
strategy of proof shares many of the underlying ideas found in [GM09]. However, in the present
work we establish a Gårding inequality, that encapsulates the quasiconvexity conditions, and is
crucially used to show that the concentrating part of a sequence of suitable variations does not
lower the energy. On the other hand, in [GM09] the behaviour of the energy on this concentrating
part of the variations is handled via a localization argument.

Our proof is broadly motivated by the work in [CC17], and the resulting Gårding inequality
comes as a generalisation of Zhang’s result on spatially-local minimisers. The proof of this gen-
eralisation, in the general case under consideration, becomes notationally involved and potentially
difficult to follow its otherwise simple and clear ideas. Hence, for the convenience of the reader,
the lemma is proved in the simpler case of the domain being itself a cone, though the result is
stated for the general case. The interested reader is referred to Section 5 for a full proof of the
lemma.

2. PRELIMINARIES & DEFINITIONS

Let Ω⊂ Rd be a bounded Lipschitz domain (i.e. open and connected) and consider an integral
functional of the form

(2.1) I(u) =
∫

Ω

F(x,u(x),∇u(x))dx,

which is to be minimised over a set of admissible maps A , where u : Ω→ RN and the function
F : Ω×RN ×RN×d → R are continuous. The Weierstrass problem consists in finding necessary
and sufficient conditions for a map u0 to be a strong local minimiser of the functional I in A , the
space of admissible maps A being part of the problem.

For our purposes, we define

(2.2) A :=
{

u ∈ C1(Ω,RN) : u(x) = ū(x) for all x ∈ ΓD
}
,

where ΓD ⊆ ∂Ω and ū is continuously differentiable on some open set in Rd containing ΓD.
Note that if u ∈ A , then u(x) = ū(x) for all x ∈ ΓD. Hence, without loss of generality, we

assume that ΓD is the interior of ΓD, relative to ∂Ω. By defining ΓN := ∂Ω\ΓD, ΓN is a relatively
open subset of ∂Ω and ∂Ω = ΓD∪ΓN . Indeed, if x ∈ ∂Ω\ΓN , then x has an open neighbourhood
in ∂Ω that does not intersect ΓN . Therefore, this neighbourhood must belong to the interior of
ΓD, which is ΓD. Additionally, we must require that ΓD has itself a Lipschitz boundary in ∂Ω

in the sense of [ADMD12, Definition 2.1]. This assumption allows us to make the identification
(see [ADMD12, Proposition 6.2])

{u ∈C∞(Ω,RN) : u(x) = 0 on ΓD}W1,p

={u ∈W1,p(Ω,RN) : Tu(x) = 0 H d−1- a.e. on ΓD},

where T denotes the trace operator.
We note that the subscripts D and N in ΓD and ΓN stand for Dirichlet and Neumann and are

meant to help the reader associate the two parts of the boundary of Ω as the prescribed (ΓD) and
free (ΓN) boundary, respectively.

Definition 2.1. A map u0 ∈A is a strong local minimiser of I in A if there exists an ε > 0 such
that, whenever u ∈A and ||u−u0||∞ < ε , it holds that I(u)≥ I(u0).

Equivalently, because the uniform topology on the space of continuous functions is metrizable,
the notion of strong local minimisers can be expressed in terms of sequences.
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Definition 2.2. Let the space of variations Var(A ) be given by

(2.3) Var(A ) =
{

ϕ ∈ C1(Ω,RN) : ϕ(x) = 0 for all x in ΓD
}
.

We say that a sequence {ϕ j} ⊂ Var(A ) is a strong variation if ϕ j → 0, as j→ ∞, uniformly in
x ∈Ω.

Then, a map u0 ∈ A is a strong local minimiser of I in A if, and only if, for every strong
variation {ϕ j} there exists J > 0 such that

(2.4) I(u0 +ϕ j)≥ I(u0) for all j ≥ J.

More generally, given an open set ω ⊆Rd such that ω∩Ω 6= /0, we consider the following space
of variations defined in ω .

Var(ω,RN) :=
{

ϕ ∈ C1(ω,RN) : ϕ(x) = 0 for all x in (ΓD∩ω)∪ (∂ω ∩Ω)
}
.

We note that Var(A ) = Var(Ω,RN).
Next, for u0 ∈A , let

R(u0) =
{
(u0(x),∇u0(x)) : x ∈Ω

}
.

Then, in addition to the continuity of F , we assume that for some p ∈ [2,∞)

[H0] the partial derivatives of first and second order in (y,z) of F(x,y,z), denoted by Fy, Fz,
Fyy, Fzz and Fyz, exist and are continuous on Ω×U where U is an open and bounded
neighbourhood of R(u0) in RN×RN×d for a given map u0 ∈W1,p(Ω,Rn);

[H1] (growth conditions) for all x ∈Ω, y ∈ RN and z ∈ RN×d

(a) |F(x,y,z)| ≤C(y)(1+ |z|p)

(b) |Fz(x,y,z)| ≤C(y)(1+ |z|p−1)

and

(c) |Fy(x,y,z)| ≤C(y)(1+ |z|p),

where C(y)> 0 is in L∞
loc(RN) and depends on F .

Remark 2.3. Following [GM09], we remark that under the p-growth assumed in [H1] (a), the
notion of strong or weak local minimisers for I in A remains the same if we enlarge the space of
admissible maps to

A ′ :=
{

u ∈C(Ω,RN)∩W1,p(Ω,RN) : u(x) = ū(x) for all x ∈ ΓD
}
.

This is due to the fact that A is dense in A ′ under the topology generated by the norm
‖u‖∞ + ‖∇u‖p and the functional I is finite and continuous on A ′ under this topology. In par-
ticular, this implies that given ϕ ∈ Var(ω,RN), by extending ϕ to Ω so that it takes the value 0 in
Ω\ω , we may assume that ϕ is in the closure of Var(A ) with respect to the above norm. Then, if
u0 is a strong local minimiser of I in A , the minimality condition

I(u0 +ϕ)≥ I(u0)

also holds for these maps provided that ‖ϕ‖∞ is small enough. We will often make use of this
remark without always appealing to the above argument.

We use the notation a · b to denote the usual inner product on RN or RN×d , respectively. Note
that, in both cases, we can write a ·b= tr(abT ). Also, we use the notation in [GM09] whereby a sin-
gle x argument in F or any of its derivatives, means that it is being evaluated at (x,u0(x),∇u0(x)).
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Under [H0] and [H1] (a) it is well known (see [Mey65, BM84a, GM09]) that necessary condi-
tions for a map u0 ∈A to be a strong local minimiser of I are the following:

(I) satisfaction of the weak Euler–Lagrange equations, i.e.∫
Ω

[Fy(x) ·ϕ(x)+Fz(x) ·∇ϕ(x)]dx = 0,

for all ϕ ∈ Var(A );
(II) non-negativity of the second variation, i.e.∫

Ω

[Fyy(x)ϕ(x) ·ϕ(x)+2Fyz(x)ϕ(x) ·∇ϕ(x)+Fzz(x)∇ϕ(x) ·∇ϕ(x)]dx≥ 0,

for all ϕ ∈ Var(A );
(III) for all x0 ∈Ω, F(x0,u0(x0), ·) is quasiconvex in the interior, i.e.∫

B
[F(x0,u0(x0),∇u0(x0)+∇ϕ(x))−F(x0)] dx≥ 0,

for all ϕ ∈ C1
c(B,RN) where B denotes the unit ball in Rd ;

(IV) for all x0 ∈ ΓN in the neighbourhood of which ∂Ω is C1, F(x0,u0(x0), ·) is quasiconvex at
the (smooth) boundary, i.e.∫

B−n(x0)

[F(x0,u0(x0),∇u0(x0)+∇ϕ(x))−F(x0)−Fz(x0) ·∇ϕ(x)]dx≥ 0

for all ϕ ∈Vn(x0), where

Vn(x0) =
{

ϕ ∈ C1(B−n(x0)
,RN) : ϕ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ ∂B∩B−n(x0)

}
,

B−n(x0)
=
{

x ∈ B : x ·n(x0)< 0
}

, and n(x0) is the outward unit normal to ∂Ω at x0.

As mentioned above, Grabovsky and Mengesha [GM09] showed that, under additional hypothe-
ses on F and for Ω of class C1, a strengthened version of the above conditions is in fact sufficient
for a map u0 ∈ A to be a strong local minimiser of I. In this work, we establish a sufficiency
theorem for the case in which the domain is locally diffeomorphic to a cone and, in order to make
this definition precise, we introduce some terminology.

Definition 2.4. A closed set C ⊂ Rd is a cone with a vertex at 0 ∈ Rd if, and only if, whenever
x ∈ C it also holds that

tx ∈ C for all t > 0.

Similarly, a closed set C ⊂Rd is a cone with a vertex at x0 ∈Rd if, and only if, the set C −x0 is a
cone with vertex at 0.

Remark 2.5. A cone may have more than one vertex: the set of points C :=
{
(x,y,z)∈R3 : z≥

|y|
}

is a cone and any point on the X-coordinate axis is a vertex of C .

Lemma 2.6. Let C ⊂Rd be a set such that 0∈ ∂C and ∂C is the graph of a function h : Rd−1→
R in an appropriate coordinate system. Then, C is a cone with vertex at 0 ∈ Rd if, and only if, h
is positively 1-homogeneous and, up to a change of coordinates,

C = {x = (x′,xd) ∈ Rd : xd ≥ h(x′)},

where x′ = (x1, . . . ,xd−1).

For our purposes, we require that our domains are locally diffeomorphic to cones and we now
make this definition precise.
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Definition 2.7. We say that an open and bounded set Ω⊂ Rd is locally diffeomorphic to a cone
if for every point x0 ∈ ∂Ω there exists a ball B(x0,rx0) centred at x0 of radius rx0 > 0 such that, up
to a change of coordinate system,

Ω∩B(x0,rx0) = x0 +{x = (x′,xd) ∈ B(0,rx0) : gd(x)≥ h(g′(x))}

where g : Ω∩B(x0,rx0)−x0→ g(Ω∩B(x0,rx0)−x0) is a diffeomorphism, g=(g1, ...,gd)= (g′,gd)

and h :Rd−1→R is a positively 1-homogeneous function. For simplicity, we assume det∇g(x)> 0,
i.e., that g is orientation-preserving.

We also say that Ω ⊂ Rd is locally a cone if for every point x0 ∈ ∂Ω there exist rx0 > 0 and a
cone C with vertex at x0 such that Ω∩B(x0,rx0) = C ∩B(x0,rx0) (so, the diffeomorphism g that
exists above is the identity in Rd).

In addition, if Ω⊆Rd is locally diffeomorphic to a cone, we say that Ω has a conical boundary.

We emphasize that, for both the sufficiency and necessity results we require that our domains
are locally diffeomorphic to cones. For the sufficiency result this comes from the uniform bounds
required for the localization process in Theorem 4.3 (see (5.6)). This appears in analogy to the
localization procedure performed for the sufficiency theorem in [GM09, Theorem 11.10], where
uniform bounds between the boundary and its (flat) local blow-up are needed. For the necessity,
the condition is required to build the appropriate comparison maps despite the fact that, essentially,
the quasiconvexity condition arises as necessary by blowing up the minimality condition.

Also, as the remark below shows, the stated condition is strictly stronger than the condition that
every point of the boundary admits a unique blow-up (which must then necessarily be a cone -
see [Leo00, Proposition 2.1]).

Remark 2.8. We note that if a neighbourhood of x0 ∈ ∂Ω is diffeomorphic to a cone, i.e.

Ω∩B(x0,rx0) = x0 +{x = (x′,xd) ∈ B(0,rx0) : gd(x)≥ h(g′(x))},

then the blow-up cone at x0 is precisely the cone C defined by

C = {x = (x′,xd) ∈ Rd : xd ≥ h(x′)}.

Indeed, if the blow-up of Ω∩B(x0,rx0) at x0 exists, then it is the same as the blow-up set of Ω at
x0. A direct computation shows that

Ω∩B(x0,rx0)− x0

ε
=

{(
x′

ε
,
xd

ε

)
: gd(x)≥ h(g′(x))

}
=
{
(y′,yd) : gd(εy)≥ h(g′(εy))

}
.

Up to affine transformation, we may assume that g(0) = 0 and ∇g(0) = Id . Denoting by ∇y the
one-sided derivative in the direction y, we infer that

Ω∩B(x0,rx0)− x0

ε
=

{
(y′,yd) :

gd(εy)−gd(0)
ε

≥ h(g′(εy))−h(g′(0))
ε

}
ε→0+−→

{
(y′,yd) : ∇gd(0) · y≥ ∇y[h◦g′](0)

}
=
{
(y′,yd) : yd ≥ h(y′)

}
,

where the last equality follows from the 1-homogeneity of h as

∇y[h◦g′](0) = lim
ε→0+

h(g′(εy))−h(g′(0))
ε

= lim
ε→0+

h
(

g′(εy)−g′(0)
ε

)
= h(∇g′(0)y) = h(y′).

Hence, Ω being locally diffeomorphic to a cone is stronger than the condition that it admits unique
blow-ups at every boundary point. In fact, it is strictly stronger as the following example shows.
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Consider the set

Ω :=
{
(x,y) ∈ R2 : x ∈ [−1,1]\{0} and −

√
1− x2 ≤ y≤ x2 sin

(
1
x

)}⋃
{(0,0)}

Then, (0,0) ∈ ∂Ω and ∂Ω is Lipschitz. Also, Ω blows-up around (0,0) into the lower half-space
in R2, however, Ω is not diffeomorphic to a cone in any neighbourhood of (0,0) as, locally, ∂Ω is
the graph of the function f (x) = x2 sin

(1
x

)
, which is not C1.

We may now define the quasiconvexity at the boundary conditions and recall the classical qua-
siconvexity in the interior:

Definition 2.9. Let F : RN×d → R, A ∈ RN×d and denote by B the unit ball in Rd .

• We say that F is quasiconvex in the interior at A if∫
B
[F(A+∇ϕ(x))−F(A)] dx≥ 0

for all ϕ ∈ C1
c(B,RN).

• Let C be a cone with vertex at 0. We say that F is quasiconvex at A at the boundary with
associated cone C if∫

BC

[
F(A+∇ϕ(x))−F(A)−F ′(A) ·∇ϕ

]
dx≥ 0

for all ϕ ∈VC . Here, BC := B∩C and

VC :=
{

ϕ ∈ C1(BC ,RN) : ϕ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ ∂B∩C
}
.

FIGURE 1. A visualisation of the sets BC in the definition of quasiconvexity at
the boundary, translated and scaled onto the respective parts of Ω. The correspon-
ding space of test functions VC simply amounts to smooth maps on the respective
section of the unit ball which vanish on the part of the boundary that also belongs
to the closed unit ball; that is, they vanish on the curved boundary whereas the
conical part of the boundary is free.
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Remark 2.10. Note that, by [H1], F satisfies a p-growth and hence the quasiconvexity con-
ditions in the interior and at the boundary in Definition 2.9 also hold for test functions ϕ ∈
C1

c(B,RN)W1,p
= W1,p

0 (B,RN) and ϕ ∈ VC
W1,p , respectively, where the closure is taken in the

strong topology of W1,p. The proof in the case of the interior can be found in [BM84b, Proposi-
tion 2.4] and the proof for the conditions at the boundary is essentially the same. This remark is
crucial in the analysis that follows. As with Remark 2.3, if ϕ ∈ C1

c(ω,RN) for some ω ⊂ B, by
extending ϕ to B such that it takes the value 0 outside B\ω , we obtain a map in W1,p

0 (B,RN) and
the quasiconvexity condition still holds for these maps. The analogous situation holds for the case
of quasiconvexity at the boundary and the space VC

W1,p .

It is also well-known (see e.g. [Giu03, Remark 5.1]) that quasiconvexity in the interior is inde-
pendent of the particular choice of the set on which integration is performed (in our case the unit
ball B). Indeed, if the condition holds for B⊂ Rd , it also holds for any bounded, open set D⊂ Rd

with L d(∂D) = 0. Similarly, quasiconvexity at the boundary also does not depend on the specific
form of the sets BC and we make this precise in the following definition and lemma, motivated
by [BM84a].

Definition 2.11. A standard conical-boundary region with associated cone C is a bounded Lip-
schitz domain D⊂ Rd such that there exists d0 ∈ ∂D satisfying:

(i) D−d0 is contained in C ⊆ Rd with vertex 0;
(ii) for each x ∈ C , the 1-dimensional interior of the set

D∩
{

d0 + tx : t > 0
}

is non-empty.

Lemma 2.12. Let F : RN×d → R and A ∈ RN×d . If F is quasiconvex at A at the boundary with
associated cone C , then, for any standard conical-boundary region D with associated cone C , it
holds that ∫

D
[F(A+∇ϕ(x))−F(A)−F ′(A) ·∇ϕ(x)]dx≥ 0,

for all ϕ ∈VD, where

VD =
{

ϕ ∈ C1(D,RN) : ϕ(x) = 0 for all x ∈ ∂D∩ (d0 + intC )
}
.

Proof. Suppose that F is quasiconvex at A at the boundary with associated cone C and let D be
a corresponding standard conical-boundary region. By Definition 2.11, there exists d0 ∈ ∂D such
that D−d0 ⊂ C . Then, for ε > 0 small enough, we can ensure that

ε(D−d0)⊂ B∩C .

Note that the conical part of the boundary of ε(D−d0) is still contained in ∂C .
Therefore, if ϕ ∈VD and we define ψ : B∩C → RN by

ψ(x) =
{

εϕ(d0 + x/ε), x ∈ ε (D−d0)

0, otherwise,
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then ψ ∈VC
W1,p . Hence, by Remark 2.10, the quasiconvexity condition applies for ψ to give

0≤
∫

B∩C
[F(A+∇ψ(x))−F(A)−F ′(A) ·∇ψ(x)]dx

=
∫

ε(D−d0)
[F(A+∇ϕ(d0 + x/ε))−F(A)−F ′(A) ·∇ϕ(d0 + x/ε)]dx

= ε
d
∫

D
[F(A+∇ϕ(y))−F(A)−F ′(A) ·∇ϕ(y)]dy.

�

3. NECESSARY CONDITIONS

Equipped with all the required definitions, we proceed to discuss the necessity of quasiconvexity
at the boundary for a map u0 ∈A to be a strong local minimiser of the functional I. We recall that

I(u) =
∫

Ω

F(x,u(x),∇u(x))dx

and
A =

{
u ∈ C1(Ω,RN) : u(x) = ū(x) for all x ∈ ΓD

}
.

We begin by compiling all the necessary conditions in one theorem. We also recall that a single x
argument in F , or any of its derivatives, corresponds to the triple (x,u0(x),∇u0(x)).

Theorem 3.1. Let Ω⊂ Rd be locally diffeomorphic to a cone. For u0 ∈A , assume that F : Ω×
RN ×RN×d → R is continuous and satisfies [H0] and [H1]. If u0 is a strong local minimiser of I
in A , then the following hold:

(I) u0 satisfies the weak Euler–Lagrange equations, i.e.∫
Ω

[Fy(x) ·ϕ(x)+Fz(x) ·∇ϕ(x)]dx = 0,

for all ϕ ∈ Var(A );
(II) the second variation at u0 is non-negative, i.e.∫

Ω

[Fyy(x)ϕ(x) ·ϕ(x)+2Fyz(x)∇ϕ(x) ·ϕ(x)+Fzz(x)∇ϕ(x) ·∇ϕ(x)]dx≥ 0,

for all ϕ ∈ Var(A );
(III) for all x0 ∈Ω, F(x0,u0(x0), ·) is quasiconvex in the interior, i.e.∫

B
[F(x0,u0(x0),∇u0(x0)+∇ϕ(x))−F(x0)]dx≥ 0,

for all ϕ ∈ C1
c(B,RN);

(IV ) for all x0 ∈ ΓN , a neighbourhood of which is diffeomorphic to a cone C , F(x0,u0(x0), ·) is
quasiconvex at the boundary with associated cone C , i.e.∫

BC

[F(x0,u0(x0),∇u0(x0)+∇ϕ(x))−F(x0)−Fz(x0) ·∇ϕ(x)]dx≥ 0,

for all ϕ ∈VC .

Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proofs of (I), (II) are standard and can be found in e.g. [Dac08]. The
necessity of (III) is essentially due to Meyers [Mey65] (see also [BM84a]). The proof of (IV )

with C a half space, amounting to the standard quasiconvexity at the boundary condition, can be
found in Ball & Marsden [BM84a]. Nevertheless, here, we give a variant of the proof which is
also appropriate for proving the quasiconvexity at the singular points of the boundary. To this end,
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let x0 ∈ ΓN and let g be the respective diffeomorphism between Ω∩B(x0,rx0) and a cone C ∩B.
Without loss of generality we assume that ∇g(x0) = Id . Also, let ϕ ∈VC and define

uε(x) =

{
u0(x)+ εϕ

(
g(x)−g(x0)

ε

)
, x ∈ g−1(g(x0)+ εBC )

u0(x), otherwise in Ω.

We remark that for ε > 0 small enough

g−1(g(x0)+ εBC )⊂Ω,

g−1(g(x0)+ ε(∂B∩BC ))⊂Ω and

g−1(g(x0)+ ε(B∩∂BC ))⊂ ΓN .

Hence, the function ψε = uε − u0 lies in the closure of Var(A ) in the topology generated by
the norm ‖u‖∞ +‖∇u‖p and ||ψε ||∞→ 0, as ε→ 0. By Remark 2.3 and the fact that u0 is a strong
local minimiser, we infer that

0≤ I(uε)− I(u0).

Also, since u0 is a strong local minimiser, it satisfies the weak Euler-Lagrange equations in (I)
with ψε as a test function, i.e.∫

Ω

[Fy(x) ·ψε(x)+Fz(x) ·∇ψε(x)]dx = 0.

Consequently, the minimality condition results in

0≤
∫

g−1(g(x0)+εBC )
[F(x,uε(x),∇uε(x))−F(x)−Fy(x) ·ψε(x)−Fz(x) ·∇ψε(x)] dx.

Changing variables to

yε(x) = (g(x)−g(x0))/ε

with inverse xε(y) = g−1(g(x0)+ εy) and ∇xε(y) = ε∇g−1(g(x0)+ εy) we deduce that

0≤ ε
d
∫

BC

[F(xε(y),u0(xε(y))+ εϕ(y),∇u0(xε(y))+∇ϕ(y)∇g(xε(y)))

−F(xε(y))− εFy(xε(y)) ·ϕ(y)−Fz(xε(y)) ·∇ϕ(y)∇g(xε(y))]det[∇g−1(g(x0)+ εy)]dy.

Dividing by εd and sending ε → 0, bounded convergence implies that

0≤
∫

BC

[F(x0,u0(x0),∇u0(x0)+∇ϕ(y))−F(x0)]det[∇g−1(g(x0))]dy

=
∫

BC

[F(x0,u0(x0),∇u0(x0)+∇ϕ(y))−F(x0)−Fz(x0) ·∇ϕ(y)] dy,

noting that ∇g−1(g(x0)) = (∇g(x0))
−1 = Id . �

We remark here that the assumption on the domains being locally diffeomorphic to a cone is
used to construct appropriate comparison maps to obtain the quasiconvexity at the boundary as a
necessary condition. However, having local W1,1-homeomorphisms between Ω and a cone would
be enough to obtain the conclusion (see [ADM90]).
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4. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS

In this section we prove our main result in the form of a quasiconvexity-based sufficiency the-
orem for a map u0 ∈ A to be a strong local minimiser of I in A . For this we require additional
coercivity conditions on the integrand F which we state here. We recall that p ∈ [2,∞).

[H2] (coercivity conditions) F is bounded from below. If p = 2, we assume that∫
Ω

F(x,u(x),∇u(x))dx≥ c2(r)||u||21,2− c1(r)

for all u ∈A such that ||u||∞ ≤ r, where c1(r) > 0 and c2(r) > 0 are locally bounded. If
p > 2, we assume that for all ϕ ∈ Var(A ) with ||ϕ||∞ ≤ r,∫

Ω

[F(x,u0(x)+ϕ(x),∇u0(x)+∇ϕ(x))−F(x)]dx≥ c1(r)||∇ϕ||pp− c2(r)||∇ϕ||22

for some c1(r) > 0, c2(r) > 0 which are locally bounded. Note that the latter condition
need only apply to u0.

Lastly, as in [GM09], we require an additional uniform continuity assumption:

[UC] For every ε > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that, for every z ∈ RN×d and x,x0 ∈ Ω with
|x− x0|< δ , it holds that

|F(x0,u0(x0),∇u0(x0)+ z)−F(x,u0(x),∇u0(x)+ z)|< ε(1+ |z|p).

For brevity we also introduce the function S below.

Definition 4.1. For k ∈ N, let S : Rk→ R denote the function

S(ξ ) =
(
|ξ |2 + |ξ |p

) 1
2 .

We are now in a position to state our main theorem:

Theorem 4.2 (Sufficiency Theorem). Let Ω⊂ Rd be locally diffeomorphic to a cone. Let u0 ∈
A and assume that F : Ω×RN ×RN×d → R is continuous and satisfies [H0]–[H2]. Further
assume that for some c0 > 0 the following hold:

(I) u0 satisfies the weak Euler–Lagrange equations, i.e., for all ϕ ∈ Var(A ),∫
Ω

[Fy(x) ·ϕ(x)+Fz(x) ·∇ϕ(x)]dx = 0;

(II) the second variation at u0 is strongly positive, i.e., for all ϕ ∈ Var(A ),∫
Ω

[Fyy(x)ϕ(x) ·ϕ(x)+2Fyz(x)∇ϕ(x) ·ϕ(x)+Fzz(x)∇ϕ(x) ·∇ϕ(x)]dx≥ c0||∇ϕ||22;

(III) for all x0 ∈ Ω, F(x0,u0(x0), ·) is strongly quasiconvex in the interior, i.e., for all
ϕ ∈ C1

c(B,RN),∫
B
[F(x0,u0(x0),∇u0(x0)+∇ϕ(x))−F(x0)] dx≥ c0||S(∇ϕ)||22;

(IV ) for all free-boundary points x0 ∈ ΓN , F(x0,u0(x0), ·) is strongly quasiconvex at the boun-
dary, i.e. for all ϕ ∈VC , with C the cone associated to x0 given by Definition 2.7,∫

BC

[F(x0,u0(x0),∇u0(x0)+∇ϕ(x))−F(x0)−Fz(x0) ·∇ϕ] dx≥ c0||S(∇ϕ)||22;

(V ) u0 satisfies [UC].

Then, u0 is a strong local minimiser of I in A .
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The proof of the Sufficiency Theorem is based on the Gårding inequality given by Theorem 4.3
below. In its original form due to Zhang [Zha92], the result asserts that, under the quasiconvexity
assumptions, any C1 solution of the Euler–Lagrange equations is a spatially-local minimiser. In
the presence of lower order terms in F , we obtain a variant - equivalent to a Gårding inequality -
appropriate for our purposes.

Theorem 4.3. Let Ω⊂ Rd be locally diffeomorphic to a cone. Let u0 ∈ C1(Ω,RN) and assume
that F : Ω×RN ×RN×d → R is continuous and satisfies [H0]–[H2]. In the notation of Theorem
4.2, suppose that conditions (I), (III) and (IV ) are satisfied. Then, there exist some R > 0 and
δ > 0 such that, denoting by Ω(x0,R) := Ω∩B(x0,R), the following hold:

(1) for all x0 ∈Ω ∫
Ω(x0,R)

(c0

2
|S(∇ϕ(x))|2−C |ϕ(x)|2

)
dx

≤
∫

Ω(x0,R)

(F(x,u0(x)+ϕ(x),∇u0(x)+∇ϕ(x))−F(x)) dx(∗)

for all ϕ ∈W1,p
0 (Ω(x0,R),RN) with ‖ϕ‖L∞ < δ . Here, c0 > 0 is the constant that appears

in conditions (III) and (IV) and C > 0 is a constant with C =C(d,Ω,‖u‖∞);
(2) for all x0 ∈ Ω such that Ω(x0,R)∩ΓN 6= /0 and Ω(x0,R) is diffeomorphic to a cone C ,

(∗) holds for every function ϕ ∈ Var(Ω(x0,R),RN)W1,p satisfying ‖ϕ‖L∞ < δ , where the
closure is taken in the strong topology of W1,p(Ω,RN).

Before proceeding with the proof of this theorem, we state the following technical lemma re-
garding the growth conditions that the shift of the integrand F satisfies. We postpone the proof of
the lemma until the Appendix in Section 6.

Lemma 4.4. Let Ω⊂Rd be a Lipschitz domain. Assume further that F : Ω×RN×RN×d→R is
a continuous integrand, u0 ∈ C1(Ω,RN) and that [H0], [H1] and [UC] hold. Define the function
G : Ω×RN×RN×d → R by

G(x,y,z) :=F(x,u0(x)+ y,∇u0(x)+ z)−F(x)−Fy(x) · y−Fz(x) · z

=
∫ 1

0
(1− t)L(x,u0(x)+ ty,∇u0(x)+ tz)[(y,z),(y,z)],

where the bilinear form L(x,v,w) is given by

L(x,v,w)[(y,z),(ŷ, ẑ)] :=Fyy(x,v,w)y · ŷ+Fyz(x,v,w)y · z+Fyz(x,v,w)ŷ · ẑ
+Fzz(x,v,w)z · ẑ.

The following hold:

(a) for each x ∈ Ω, y, ŷ ∈ RN and z, ẑ ∈ RN×d and for some locally bounded function C(y, ŷ)
on R2N ,

|G(x,y,z)−G(x, ŷ, ẑ)| ≤C(y, ŷ)(Ap−1(y,z, ŷ, ẑ)|z− ẑ|+Ap(y,z, ŷ, ẑ)|y− ŷ|) ,

where
Ap(y,z, ŷ, ẑ) = |y|+ |ŷ|+ |z|+ |ẑ|+ |z|p + |ẑ|p.

In particular, for some locally bounded function C(y),

|G(x,y,z)| ≤C(y)
(
|S(y)|2 + |S(z)|2

)
;
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(b) for every ε > 0 there exist R = R(ε) > 0 and δ = δ (ε) > 0 such that, for all x0,x ∈ Ω,
z ∈ RN×d and J ∈ Rd×d , if |x− x0|< R, w = zJ and |y|+ |J− Id |< δ , then

(4.1) |G(x0,0,w)−G(x,y,z)|detJ||< c|y|2|detJ|+ ε|S(z)|2|detJ|

for some constant c > 0 where Id denotes the d×d identity matrix;
(c) for every ε > 0 there exists δ = δ (ε) > 0 such that, for all z ∈ RN×d and J ∈ Rd×d , if

w = zJ and |J− Id |< δ , then

c0
∣∣|S(w)|2−|S(z)|2|detJ|

∣∣<ε|S(z)|2.(4.2)

We next proceed to prove Theorem 4.3 for the case in which Ω is locally a cone, with the
purpose of presenting more clearly the ideas behind this result. The reader is referred to Section 5
for the more technical part involving domains locally diffeomorphic to a cone:

Proof of Theorem 4.3 (when Ω is locally a cone). Take J = Id and ε = c0
2 in Lemma 4.4, with c0 >

0 as in assumptions (III) and (IV ). Then, there exist R > 0 and δ > 0 such that for any x0 ∈ Ω,
ϕ ∈ Var(Ω(x0,R),RN)W1,p with ‖ϕ‖L∞ < δ , we can ensure that

(4.3) G(x0,0,∇ϕ(x))−G(x,ϕ(x),∇ϕ(x))≤C|ϕ(x)|2 + c0

2
|S(∇ϕ(x))|2

for every x ∈Ω(x0,R). We remark here that J plays the role of the Jacobian of the diffeomorphism
locally mapping Ω into a cone. Hence, if Ω is locally a cone J = Id .

It is now straightforward to conclude the proof. Note that for x0 ∈Ω or x0 ∈ ΓD with Ω(x0,R)∩
ΓN = /0, the quasiconvexity condition (III) remains valid if B is replaced by Ω(x0,R). Similarly, if
Ω(x0,R)∩ΓN 6= /0 (in particular, if x0 ∈ ΓN) then, by assumption,

Ω(x0,R) = C ∩B(x0,R)

for some cone C and Lemma 2.12 now states that the quasiconvexity condition (IV ) remains valid
for Ω(x0,R). Of course, this is also true for the strong quasiconvexity condition at hand. Then,
ϕ ∈ Var(Ω(x0,R),RN)W1,p is an appropriate test function by Remark 2.10 and we obtain that

c0

∫
Ω(x0,R)

|S(∇ϕ(x))|2 dx≤
∫

Ω(x0,R)

G(x0,0,∇ϕ(x))dx

≤
∫

Ω(x0,R)

(
G(x,ϕ(x),∇ϕ(x))+

c0

2
|S(∇ϕ(x))|2

)
dx

+C
∫

Ω(x0,R)

|ϕ(x)|2 dx.

Since u0 satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations, we deduce that
c0

2

∫
Ω(x0,R)

(
|S(∇ϕ(x))|2−C|ϕ(x)|2

)
dx

≤
∫

Ω(x0,R)

(F(x,u0(x)+ϕ(x),∇u0(x)+∇ϕ(x))−F(x)) dx,

which is the required inequality. �

Remark 4.5. Let ΩQ(x0,R) := Ω∩Q(x0,R), where Q(x0,R) is a cube centred at x0, with sides
parallel to the coordinate axes and side length 2R. Then, it is easy to see that, for a function
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ϕ ∈ Var(ΩQ(x0,R),RN)W1,p , we can assign the value of 0 in Ω(x0,2R) \ΩQ(x0,R) and hence as-
sume that ϕ ∈ Var(Ω(x0,2R),RN)W1,p . Therefore, Theorem 4.3 still remains valid if we exchange
Ω(x0,R) by ΩQ(x0,R) in the statement.

The following result provides a global estimate that derives from the Gårding inequality in
Theorem 4.3.

Proposition 4.6. Let (hk)⊆ Var(Ω,RN)W1,p ∩L∞(Ω,RN) and (ak)⊆ R be sequences such that

• ‖hk‖L∞

k→∞−→ 0;

• a−1
k S(hk)

k→∞−→ 0 in L2(Ω);
• a−1

k S(∇hk) is bounded in L2(Ω).

Then,

liminf
k→∞

c0

2
a−2

k

∫
Ω

|S(∇hk(x))|2 dx≤ liminf
k→∞

a−2
k

∫
Ω

G(x,hk(x),∇hk(x))dx.

Proof. Step 1. The first step will be to establish that we can cover Ω by a finite sequence of
rectangles (R j) j∈J , on which we can apply the Gårding inequality from Theorem 4.3 and such
that their interiors are pairwise disjoint. Furthermore, we construct (R j) in such a way that, for a
given Radon measure µ on Rd ,

(4.4) µ(∂R j) = 0.

Let R > 0 as in Theorem 4.3. Since Ω is locally diffeomorphic to a cone, for each x ∈ Ω we
may find a cube Q(x,rx) of side-length rx <

R
2 , with sides parallel to the coordinate axes, such that

the diffeomorphism from Definition 2.7 exists for Q(x,2rx) (note the doubling of the side-length
of the cubes). This is a cover for Ω and, by compactness, we may extract a finite subcover with
the same property.

We may split this finite cover into rectangles with pairwise disjoint interiors. Indeed, to achieve
this, we can extend the faces of the cubes in the finite cover and then take the rectangles that
result enclosed within these extensions, as in Figure 2. Note that, if we dilate by a factor of two
the rectangles intersecting ∂Ω, the dilation being with respect to their center, in each of these
dilations there will also be a diffeomorphism taking that portion of Ω into a cone. This follows
from the fact that such a diffeomorphism exists for all the cubes of the form Q(x,2rx) such that
they intersect ∂Ω.

Whereby, we have J ⊆ N and pairwise disjoint open rectangles (R j) j∈J such that

Ω⊆
⋃
j∈J

R j.

Condition (4.4) can be achieved by noting that at most a countable number of hyperplanes parallel
to the coordinate axes can admit positive µ-measure. Hence, the initial cover Q(x,rx) can be taken
by requiring that the faces of each Q(x,rx) are contained in hyperplanes so that, when intersected
with a neighbourhood of Ω, they have null µ-measure. Note that the faces of the rectangles R j are
necessarily contained in the same hyperplanes as those that contain the faces of the cubes Q(x,rx).
Since these hyperplanes have null µ-measure, the faces of each R j will also have null µ-measure.

Step 2. The second part of the proof consists on using the cover above to construct a global version
of Theorem 4.3. The localization that enables us to use the Gårding inequality on the rectangles
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R

FIGURE 2. On the left: Finite cover of Ω with cubes Q(x,rx). On the right: Finite
cover of Ω with the rectangles having disjoint interiors, generated by the cubes.
Note that, for simplicity, in this figure the finite cover with cubes Q(x,rx) is not
represented so that it satisfies the condition of Ω∩Q(x,2rx) being diffeomorphic
to a cone. However, the construction of the rectangles R j can be done in the exact
same way if we start with a finer cover of cubes.

built above will lead to having an error term, that will vanish when we consider suitable sequences
of variations.

Let λR j denote the dilation of R j with respect to the center of the rectangle by a factor of
λ ∈ [1,2]. Let also ΩλR j := Ω∩λR j. We will show that

c0

2

∫
Ω

|S(∇ϕ(x))|2 dx− c ∑
j∈J

∫
ΩλR j−ΩR j

(
|S(∇ϕ(x))|2 +

∣∣∣∣S( ϕ(x)
λ −1

)∣∣∣∣2
)

dx

≤
∫
Ω

(F(x,u0(x)+ϕ(x),∇u0(x)+∇ϕ(x))−F(x)+C|ϕ(x)|2)dx

=
∫
Ω

(
G(x,ϕ(x),∇ϕ(x))+C|ϕ(x)|2

)
dx(4.5)

for all λ ∈ (1,2) and all ϕ ∈ Var(Ω,RN)W1,p with ||ϕ||L∞(Ω,RN) < δ and δ > 0 as in Theorem 4.3.

Consider the cover for Ω built in the previous step and, for each j ∈ J and any λ ∈ (1,2), take
cut-off functions ρ j ∈ C1

c(2R j) such that 1R j ≤ ρ j ≤ 1λR j and |∇ρ j| ≤ c
λ−1 with c > 0 a constant

independent of j. Note that the rectangles λR j have bounded overlap since there is a finite number
of them.

Additionally, if ϕ ∈ Var(Ω,RN)W1,p , then ρ jϕ ∈ Var(ΩλR j ,RN)W1,p and, since 2R j ⊆Ω(x0,R)
for some neighbourhood adequate to guarantee (∗) from Theorem 4.3, then

∫
ΩλR j

c0

2
|S(∇(ρ jϕ))|2 dx≤

∫
ΩλR j

[F(x,u0 +ρ jϕ,∇u0 +∇(ρ jϕ))−F(x)] dx+
∫

ΩλR j

C|ρ jϕ|2 dx.

Since u0 is an F-extremal, this also implies that

c0

2

∫
ΩλR j

|S(∇(ρ jϕ))|2 dx≤
∫

ΩλR j

[
G(x,ρ jϕ,∇(ρ jϕ))+C|ρ jϕ|2

]
dx.
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But ρ j = 1 on ΩR j and, hence,

c0

2

∫
ΩR j

|S(∇ϕ)|2 dx+
c0

2

∫
ΩλR j−ΩR j

|S(∇(ρ jϕ))|2 dx

≤
∫

ΩR j

[
G(x,ϕ,∇ϕ)+C|ϕ|2

]
dx+

∫
ΩλR j−ΩR j

[
G(x,ρ jϕ,∇(ρ jϕ))+C|ρ jϕ|2|

]
dx.

By Lemma 4.4 (a), we find that for each x ∈Ω, y ∈ RN and z ∈ RN×d , the function G satisfies

(4.6) |G(x,y,z)| ≤C(y)
(
|S(y)|2 + |S(z)|2

)
for some locally bounded C(y). Noting that ϕ is bounded, using (4.6) and after adding up the
previous inequalities over j, we obtain

c0

2

∫
Ω

|S(∇ϕ)|2 dx≤c0

2

∫
Ω

|S(∇ϕ)|2 dx+
c0

2 ∑
j∈J

∫
ΩλR j−ΩR j

|S(∇(ρ jϕ))|2 dx

≤
∫
Ω

(F(x,u0 +ϕ,∇u0 +∇ϕ)−F(x)+C|ϕ|2)dx

+ c ∑
j∈J

∫
ΩλR j−ΩR j

[
|S(ρ jϕ)|2 + |S(∇(ρ jϕ))|2 +C|ρ jϕ|2|

]
dx.

≤
∫
Ω

(F(x,u0 +ϕ,∇u0 +∇ϕ)−F(x)+C|ϕ|2)dx

+ c ∑
j∈J

∫
ΩλR j−ΩR j

[
|S(ϕ)|2 + |S(∇ϕ)|2 +

∣∣∣∣S( ϕ

λ −1

)∣∣∣∣2 +C|ϕ|2|

]
dx,

since |ρ j| ≤ 1. Hence, (4.5) follows because 0 < λ −1 < 1 and |S(ϕ)|2 ≤ 2|ϕ|2 as ‖ϕ‖∞ < δ .

Step 3. To conclude the proof of the Proposition, we take a sequence (hk) ⊆ Var(Ω,RN)W1,p ∩
L∞(Ω,RN) such that:

• ‖hk‖L∞

k→∞−→ 0;

• a−1
k S(hk)

k→∞−→ 0 in L2(Ω);
• a−1

k S(∇hk) is bounded in L2(Ω).

Then, for k ∈ N large enough, we can apply (4.5) with ϕ = hk to obtain, after dividing by a2
k , that

c0

2
a−2

k

∫
Ω

|S(∇hk(x))|2 dx− c ∑
j∈J

∫
ΩλR j−ΩR j

a−2
k

(
|S(∇hk(x)|2 +a−2

k

∣∣∣∣S( hk(x)
λ −1

)∣∣∣∣2
)

dx

≤a−2
k

∫
Ω

(F(x,u0(x)+hk,∇u0(x)+∇hk(x))−F(x)+C|hk(x)|2)dx

=a−2
k

∫
Ω

(
G(x,hk(x),∇hk(x))+C|hk(x)|2

)
dx.(4.7)

Next, since a−1
k S(∇hk) is bounded in L2(Ω), for a subsequence that we do not relabel we may

assume that a−2
k |S(∇hk)|2L d ∗

⇀ µ in C0
(
Ω
)∗ ∼= M

(
Ω
)
, where L d denotes the d-dimensional
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Lebesgue measure. Furthermore, given that a−1
k S(hk)

k→∞−→ 0 in L2, then for every λ ∈ (0,1),

limsup
k→∞

∑
j∈J

∫
ΩλR j−ΩR j

(
a−2

k |S(∇hk(x)|2 +a−2
k

∣∣∣∣S( hk(x)
λ −1

)∣∣∣∣2
)

dx≤∑
j∈J

µ

(
Ω∩ (λR j−R j)

)
.

Whereby, taking liminf in (4.7), we obtain that

liminf
k→∞

c0

2
a−2

k

∫
Ω

|S(∇hk(x))|2 dx− c ∑
j∈J

µ

(
Ω∩ (λR j−R j)

)
≤ liminf

k→∞

a−2
k

∫
Ω

G(x,hk(x),∇hk(x))dx.

Note that for the last inequality above we are using that ‖hk‖L2 ≤ ‖S(hk)‖L2 .
Finally, by sending λ ↘ 1 and using (4.4), we conclude that

liminf
k→∞

c0

2
a−2

k

∫
Ω

|S(∇hk(x))|2 dx = liminf
k→∞

c0

2
a−2

k

∫
Ω

|S(∇hk(x))|2 dx− c ∑
j∈J

µ
(
Ω∩∂R j

)
≤ liminf

k→∞

a−2
k

∫
Ω

G(x,hk(x),∇hk(x))dx.

�

A fundamental tool in the proof of the Sufficiency Theorem (Theorem 4.2) is a decomposition
result that finds its origins in the Decomposition Lemma established by Kristensen [Kri94, Kri99]
and, by other means, by Fonseca-Müller-Pedregal in [FMP98]. This result allows, up to subse-
quences, the splitting of a weakly converging sequence into an oscillating and a concentrating part.
We enunciate here Theorem 4.7 concerning a variant of the Decomposition Lemma that enables
us to split simultaneously the normalisations in W1,2 and W1,p, respectively, of a given sequence.
This version of the Decomposition Lemma was established in [GM09], where its proof can be
found. We remark that this is based on the Lipschitz truncation strategy followed in [FMP98],
while Kristensen’s proof uses the Helmholtz Decomposition Theorem.

Theorem 4.7. Let Ω ⊆ Rd be a bounded Lipschitz domain and p ∈ [2,∞). Let (ψk) ⊆ Var(A )

such that ψk ⇀ ψ in W1,2(Ω,RN) and assume that (ηk) is a sequence in (0,1] such that ηkψk is
bounded in W1,p(Ω,RN). If p = 2, assume that ηk = 1. Further, suppose that αk > 0, αk→ 0 and
that αkψk→ 0 uniformly in Ω. Then, there exist a subsequence of (ψk) (not relabelled), sequences
(gk)⊆−ψ+W1,∞(Ω,RN), (bk)⊆W1,∞(Ω,RN) with ψ+gk(x)= bk(x)= 0 for x∈ΓD and Rk ⊂Ω

such that

(a) ψk = ψ +gk +bk;
(b) gk ⇀ 0 and bk ⇀ 0 in W1,2(Ω,RN);
(c) for all x ∈Ω\Rk, ψk = ψ +gk and ∇ψk = ∇ψ +∇gk;
(d) L d(Rk)−→ 0 and, hence, ∇bk→ 0 in measure;
(e) (|∇gk|2) and (|ηk∇gk|p) are both equiintegrable;
(f) αk(ψ +gk)→ 0 and αkbk→ 0 uniformly in Ω and
(g) ηkbk ⇀ 0 in W1,p(Ω,RN).

We note that since bk ∈ W1,∞(Ω,RN) and bk = 0 on ΓD, then also bk ∈ Var(A )W1,p . The
following lemma will also play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 4.2 and, though simple, we
present its proof here.
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Lemma 4.8. Let W : RN×d → R and z0 ∈ RN×d . Suppose that W is of class C2 in a neighbour-
hood of z0 and that it is strongly quasiconvex (in the interior) at z0, i.e. for all ϕ ∈ C1

c(B,RN),∫
B
[W (z0 +∇ϕ)−W (z0)] dx≥ c0

∫
B
|S(∇ϕ)|2 dx.

Then, for every z0 ∈ RN×d and every ϕ ∈ C1
c(B,RN), it holds that

2c0

∫
Ω

|∇ϕ|2 dx≤
∫

Ω

Wzz(z0)∇ϕ ·∇ϕ dx,

i.e. Wzz(z0)[·, ·]−2c0| · |2 is quasiconvex.

Proof. By the quasiconvexity at z0 it follows that, for every ϕ ∈ C1
c(B,RN), t = 0 minimises the

real valued function

(4.8) J(t) :=
∫

B

[
W (z0 + t∇ϕ)−W (z0)− c0|S(t∇ϕ)|2

]
dx.

Hence,

(4.9) 0≤ J′′(0) =
∫

B

[
Wzz(z0)∇ϕ ·∇ϕ−2c0|∇ϕ|2

)
dx.

�

Remark 4.9. For F and u0 as in Theorem 4.2, Lemma 4.8 says that condition (III) on the strong
quasiconvexity in the interior implies that, for each x ∈ Ω and any a(x) ∈ RN×d , the function
H(x,z) = Fzz(x)z · z−2c0|z−a(x)|2 is quasiconvex at every z ∈ RN×d .

4.1. Proof of the Sufficiency Theorem. The remainder of this Section is devoted to the proof of
the Sufficiency Theorem (Theorem 4.2).

Proof. We prove the result arguing by contradiction. Suppose that the theorem does not hold.
Then, we can find a sequence (ϕk)⊆ Var(Ω,RN) such that ‖ϕk‖L∞(Ω,RN)→ 0 and

(4.10)
∫
Ω

F(x,u0(x)+ϕk(x),∇u0(x)+∇ϕk(x))dx <
∫
Ω

F(x)dx

for all k ∈ N. As in Lemma 4.4, we use Taylor’s Theorem and define

G(x,y,z) :=F(x,u0(x)+ y,∇u0(x)+ z)−F(x)−Fy(x) · y−Fz(x) · z

=
∫ 1

0
(1− t)L(x,u0(x)+ ty,∇u0(x)+ tz)[(y,z),(y,z)]dt,

where

L(x,v,w)[(y,z),(y,z)] =Fyy(x,v,w)y · y+2Fyz(x,v,w)y · z+Fzz(x,v,w)z · z.

Note that, since u0 is an F-extremal, for every k ∈ N it holds that∫
Ω

G(x,ϕk,∇ϕk)dx

=
∫
Ω

∫ 1

0
(1− t)L(x,u0(x)+ tϕk(x),∇u0(x)+ t∇ϕk(x))[(ϕk,∇ϕk),(ϕk,∇ϕk)]dt dx

=
∫
Ω

(
F(x,u0(x)+ϕk(x),∇u0(x)+∇ϕk(x))−F(x)

)
dx < 0.(4.11)
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This inequality suggests the underlying idea of the proof which is to exploit the strong positivity
of the second variation to obtain a contradiction. Indeed, by a normalisation argument we show
that one can construct a sequence of variations (ψk) suitable for this purpose.

We remark that, for simplicity, we will use the notation Ω(x,r) := Ω∩Q(x,r), where Q(x,r) is
the cube with side length 2r rather than the ball B(x,r). Note that, due to Remark 4.5, Theorem
4.3 remains valid if we use cubes instead of balls. We divide the proof into several steps.

Step 1. In this step we will show that the coercivity assumption [H2] reduces the problem to the
case of W1,p-local minimisers. In particular, we show the following.

Claim 1. Let γk := ||S(∇ϕk)||L2 , αk := ‖∇ϕk‖L2 and βk := (2|Ω|)
1
2−

1
p ‖∇ϕk‖Lp . We claim that

γk→ 0 and consequently, αk→ 0 and βk→ 0. Moreover, the sequence of variations (ϕk) is such
that

(4.12) 0≤ sup
k∈N

β
p
k

α2
k
= Λ < ∞

for some real number Λ > 0.

Proof of Claim 1. By virtue of assumption [H2] and (4.10), (ϕk) is uniformly bounded in
W1,p(Ω,RN) and must therefore converge weakly to 0, since it converges strongly to 0 in L∞(Ω,RN).

Note that γk > 0 for all k ∈N and (γk) is a bounded sequence because p≥ 2. Therefore, up to a
subsequence that we do not relabel, γk→ γ ≥ 0. Next, setting αk = 1 and hk = ϕk in Proposition
4.6 and using (4.11), we infer that

0≤ c0

2
γ = liminf

k→∞

c0

2

∫
Ω

|S(∇ϕk(x))|2 dx≤ liminf
k→∞

∫
Ω

G(x,ϕk(x),∇ϕk(x))dx≤ 0.

Hence, γ = 0 and γk→ 0. Regarding the boundedness of β
p
k /α2

k , this is trivial if p = 2. If p > 2,
from the coercivity assumption (H2) applied to ϕk it follows, after dividing by α2

k , that for every
k ∈ N,

c1
β

p
k

α2
k
− c2 ≤ α

−2
k

∫
Ω

[F(x,u0(x)+ϕk(x),∇u0(x)+∇ϕk(x))−F(x)] dx < 0.

This proves that the sequence
(

β
p
k

α2
k

)
is bounded and the claim follows. We remark that, similarly

to [GM09], assumption [H2] was required precisely to reduce the problem to that of W1,p-local
minimisers.

Step 2. Note that, by Claim 1, ∫
Ω

G(x,ϕk,∇ϕk)dx→ 0

and a contradiction cannot be reached in this way. Instead, we define the normalised sequence of
variations ψk = α

−1
k ϕk ∈ Var(Ω,RN). The sequence ψk may be bounded in W1,2 but, unlike ϕk,

will concentrate and fail to converge strongly in W1,2. We first decompose the sequence ψk into
an oscillating and a concentrating part using Lemma 4.7.

To this end, let ηk := αk
βk

and note that, by Hölder’s inequality,

αk = ‖∇ϕk‖L2 ≤ (2|Ω|)
1
2−

1
p ‖∇ϕk‖Lp = βk.

Therefore, ηk =
αk
βk
∈ (0,1] for every k ∈N. Also, it is clear that αkψk = ϕk→ 0 uniformly and, to

apply the Decomposition Lemma, we need only observe that (ηkψk) is bounded in W1,p(Ω,RN),
because

∫
Ω

|ηk∇ψk|p = β
−p
k
∫
Ω

|∇ϕk|p =(2|Ω|)1− p
2 . Then, up to a subsequence that we do not relabel,
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there exist sequences (gk) ⊆ −ψ +W1,∞(Ω,RN) and (bk) ⊆W1,∞(Ω,RN) with ψ + gk = bk = 0
on ΓD, as well as sets (Rk)⊆Ω such that:

• ψk = ψ +gk +bk;
• gk ⇀ 0 and bk ⇀ 0 in W1,2(Ω,RN);
• for all x ∈Ω\Rk, ψk = ψ +gk and ∇ψk = ∇ψ +∇gk;
• L d(Rk)−→ 0 and, hence, ∇bk→ 0 in measure;
• (|∇gk|2) and (|ηk∇gk|p) are both equiintegrable;
• αk(ψ +gk)→ 0 and αkbk→ 0 uniformly in Ω and
• ηkbk ⇀ 0 in W1,p(Ω,RN).

Next, as in [GM09], we proceed to prove an orthogonality principle between the oscillating and
concentrating parts of ψk implying that they act on the functional independently. We show the
following:

Claim 2. As k→ ∞, it holds that

α
−2
k

∫
Ω

[G(x,αkψk,αk∇ψk)−G(x,αkbk,αk∇bk)−G(x,αk(ψ +gk),αk(∇ψ +∇gk))] dx→ 0.

In particular,

liminf
k→∞

α
−2
k

∫
Ω

[G(x,αkbk,αk∇bk)+G(x,αk(ψ +gk),αk(∇ψ +∇gk))] dx

= liminf
k→∞

α
−2
k

∫
Ω

|G(x,αkψk,αk∇ψk)| dx

= liminf
k→∞

α
−2
k

∫
Ω

G(x,ϕk,∇ϕk)dx≤ 0.

Proof of Claim 2. Recall that, by the Decomposition Lemma, ψk = ψ +gk for x ∈Ω\Rk and that
L d(Rk)→ 0. Then,

limsup
k

∣∣∣∣α−2
k

∫
Ω

[G(x,αkψk,αk∇ψk)−G(x,αkbk,αk∇bk)−G(x,αk(ψ +gk),αk(∇ψ +∇gk)] dx
∣∣∣∣

≤ limsup
k

∫
Rk

| fk(x)|dx+ limsup
k

α
−2
k

∫
Rk

|G(x,αk(ψ +gk),αk(∇ψ +∇gk)| dx

=: I + II,

where
fk(x) := α

−2
k [G(x,αkψk,αk∇ψk)−G(x,αkbk,αk∇bk)] .

We show that I = II = 0 by proving the equiintegrability of the integrands. To prove that II = 0,
simply note that by Lemma 4.4 (a)

α
−2
k |G(x,αk(ψ +gk),αk(∇ψ +∇gk))|

≤ α
−2
k C(αk(ψ +gk))

[
|S(αk(ψ +gk))|2 + |S(αk(∇ψ +∇gk))|2

]
≤C(αk(ψ +gk))

[
|ψ +gk|2 +α

p−2
k |ψ +gk|p + |∇ψ +∇gk|2 +α

p−2
k |∇ψ +∇gk|p

]
.

However, by the Decomposition Lemma, αk(ψ+gk)→ 0 uniformly and (|gk|2) as well as (|∇gk|2)
are equiintegrable. Also, by the boundedness of

(
β

p
k

α2
k

)
and the fact that

α
p−2
k |∇gk|p =

β
p
k

α2
k

η
p
k |∇gk|p,

we deduce that (α p−2
k |∇ψ +∇gk|p) is equiintegrable and so is (α p−2

k |ψ +gk|p). Hence, II = 0.
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To prove that I = 0, we prove the equiintegrability of ( fk). Note that by Lemma 4.4 (a), for every
y, ŷ ∈ RN , z, ẑ ∈ RN×d and for every x ∈Ω,

|G(x,y,z)−G(x, ŷ, ẑ)| ≤C(y, ŷ) [Ap−1(y,z, ŷ, ẑ)|z− ẑ|+Ap(y,z, ŷ, ẑ)|y− ŷ|] .

Then, by Young’s inequality, we obtain that for any ε > 0, there exists a constant Cε such that

| fk| ≤Cα
−1
k (Ap−1(αkψk,αkbk,αk∇ψk,αk∇bk)|∇ψ +∇gk|)

+Cα
−1
k (Ap(αkψk,αkbk,αk∇ψk,αk∇bk)) |ψ +gk|

≤C
(
|ψk|+ |bk|+ |∇ψk|+ |∇bk|+α

p−2
k |∇ψk|p−1 +α

p−2
k |∇bk|p−1

)
|∇ψ +∇gk|

+C
(
|ψk|+ |bk|+ |∇ψk|+ |∇bk|+α

p−1
k |∇ψk|p +α

p−1
k |∇bk|p

)
|ψ +gk|

≤εC
(
|ψk|2 + |bk|2 + |∇ψk|2 + |∇bk|2 +α

p−2
k |∇ψk|p +α

p−2
k |∇bk|p

)
+Cε

(
|∇ψ +∇gk|2 +α

p−2
k |∇ψ +∇gk|p

)
+ εC

(
|ψk|2 + |bk|2 + |∇ψk|2 + |∇bk|2

)
+Cε |ψ +gk|2 +

(
α

p−2
k |∇ψk|p +α

p−2
k |∇bk|p

)
|αk(ψ +gk)|=:

5

∑
i=1

ei(x).

Above, C is a constant (varying from line to line) since αkψk and αkbk are uniformly bounded.
Observe that ψk, bk are both bounded in W1,2(Ω,RN). Also,

α
p−2
k |∇ψk|p =

β
p
k

α2
k
|ηk∇ψk|p

is bounded in L1(Ω,RN), since
(

β
p
k

α2
k

)
is bounded by (4.12) and (ηkψk) is bounded in W1,p(Ω,RN).

Similarly, the same is true for α
p−2
k |∇bk|p by the boundedness of (ηkbk) in W1,p(Ω,RN). Hence,

for any set A⊂Ω we have∫
A
| fk(x)|dx≤ εC+

∫
A

e2(x)dx+
∫

A
e4(x)dx+

∫
A

e5(x)dx.

As with term II, since αk(ψ +gk)→ 0 uniformly, e5 is equiintegrable. Also, by the boundedness
of
(

β
p
k

α2
k

)
and the fact that

α
p−2
k |∇gk|p =

β
p
k

α2
k

η
p
k |∇gk|p,

we deduce that (α p−2
k |∇gk|p) is equiintegrable and, hence, so is e2. Finally, since (|ψ + gk|2)

is also equiintegrable, the same holds for ( fk). This concludes the proof of Claim 2 and the
orthogonality principle.

Step 3. In the same spirit as [GM09], we now prove that the quasiconvexity conditions prevent
the concentrating part of the sequence ψk, i.e. bk, to lower the energy. We remark, however, that
our strategy to achieve this differs from the original one in [GM09] on that it fully relies on the
Gårding-type inequality from Proposition 4.6. Whereby, under the smoothness assumption on the
extremal, it persists as a natural consequence of the quasiconvexity conditions. Specifically, we
show the following:

Claim 3.
liminf

k
α
−2
k

∫
Ω

G(x,αkbk,αk∇bk)dx≥ 0.
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This implies, in turn, that

liminf
k

∫
Ω

fk(x)dx≤ liminf
k

α
−2
k

∫
Ω

G(x,ϕk,∇ϕk)dx≤ 0.

Proof of Claim 3. In virtue of Claim 1 and since α
p−2
k =

β
p
k

α2
k
η

p
k , the first part of the claim is a direct

consequence of applying Proposition 4.6 with hk = αkbk and ak = αk. The second part follows
from this, since then

liminf
k

∫
Ω

fk(x)dx≤ liminf
k

∫
Ω

fk(x)dx+ liminf
k

α
−2
k

∫
Ω

G(x,αkbk,αk∇bk)dx

≤ liminf
k

α
−2
k

∫
Ω

G(x,ϕk,∇ϕk)dx≤ 0.

Step 4. Step 3 has established that any reduction of the energy must come from the purely oscil-
lating sequence (ψ + gk). In this step we show that this term can be controlled from below by a
Young measure version of the second variation, which must be nonpositive due to the inequality
proved in Step 3. This will contradict the positivity of the second variation.

Claim 4. Let (νx)x be the Young measure generated by the sequence (∇ψk), which is bounded in
L2. Then,

1
2

∫
Ω

[
Fyy(x)ψ ·ψ +2Fyz(x)ψ ·∇ψ +

∫
RN×d

Fzz(x)z · zdνx(z)
]

dx≤ liminf
k

∫
Ω

fk(x)dx.

Hence, by Claim 3, we also have that

1
2

∫
Ω

[
Fyy(x)ψ ·ψ +2Fyz(x)ψ ·∇ψ +

∫
RN×d

Fzz(x)z · zdνx(z)
]

dx≤ 0.

Proof of Claim 4. Recall that in the proof of Claim 2 it was established that ( fk) is equiintegrable.
Now, let ε > 0. Since (∇ψk) is measure-tight1 and ∇bk→ 0 in measure, we can take mε > 0 large
enough so that, for every m≥ mε , ∫

{|∇ψk|≥m}∪{|∇bk|≥m}

| fk(x)|dx < ε

for all k ∈ N. Hence, for all m≥ mε ,

(4.13)
∫

{|∇ψk|<m}∩{|∇bk|<m}

fk(x)dx− ε <
∫
Ω

fk(x)dx.

Also note that, since the Young measure νx has finite second moment (see [Rin18, Lemma 4.3])
and x 7→Fzz(x) is uniformly bounded, the Dominated Convergence Theorem implies that, by taking
mε larger if necessary,∣∣∣∣∣∣

∫
Ω

∫
RN×d

Fzz(x)z · z1RN×d\B(0,m)(z)dνx(z)dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣< ε for all m≥ mε .

Then, for m≥ mε ,∫
Ω

[
Fyy(x)ψ(x) ·ψ(x)+2Fyz(x)ψ(x) ·∇ψ(x)+

∫
Fzz(x)z · zdνx(z)

]
dx

≤
∫

Ω

Fyy(x)ψ(x) ·ψ(x)+2Fyz(x)ψ(x) ·∇ψ(x)dx

+
∫

Ω

∫
Fzz(x)z · z1B(0,m)(z)dνx(z)dx+ ε.(4.14)

1A sequence (uk) is measure-tight if limt→∞ supk L d({x ∈Ω : |uk(x)|> t}) = 0.
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Next, consider the integrand H : Ω×RN×d → R given by

H(x,z) := Fzz(x)z · z1B(0,m)(z).

Note that 1B(0,m)(z) is lower semicontinuous as the indicator function of the open set B(0,m).
Hence, H(x, ·) is lower semicontinuous for every x ∈Ω and, since ∇ψk generates the Young mea-
sure νx, ∫

Ω

∫
Fzz(x)z · z1B(0,m)(z)dνx(z)dx≤ liminf

k→∞

∫
|∇ψk|<m

Fzz(x)∇ψk ·∇ψk dx.

Also, ψk → ψ strongly in L2(Ω,RN) and (∇ψk) is bounded in L2(Ω,RN×d), so that the family
(Fyy(x)ψk ·ψk +2Fyz(x)ψk ·∇ψk)k is equiintegrable and, by Young measure representation,∫

Ω

[Fyy(x)ψ ·ψ +2Fyz(x)ψ ·∇ψ] dx = lim
k→∞

∫
Ω

[Fyy(x)ψk ·ψk +2Fyz(x)ψk ·∇ψk] dx.

Combining the last two equations with (4.14), we obtain that for all m≥ mε ,∫
Ω

[
Fyy(x)ψ ·ψ +2Fyz(x)ψ ·∇ψ +

∫
Fzz(x)z · zdνx(z)

]
dx

≤ liminf
k→∞

∫
{|∇ψk|<m}

[Fyy(x)ψk ·ψk +2Fyz(x)ψk ·∇ψk +Fzz(x)∇ψk ·∇ψk] dx

+ lim
k→∞

∫
{|∇ψk|≥m}

[Fyy(x)ψk ·ψk +2Fyz(x)ψk ·∇ψk] dx+ ε

≤ liminf
k→∞

∫
{|∇ψk|<m}

[Fyy(x)ψk ·ψk +2Fyz(x)ψk ·∇ψk +Fzz(x)∇ψk ·∇ψk] dx+2ε.(4.15)

Note that the last inequality follows from the fact that (∇ψk) is measure-tight, the equiintegrability
of the sequence (Fyy(x)ψk ·ψk +2Fyz(x)ψk ·∇ψk)k, and by choosing mε larger if necessary.

We now claim that

1
2

liminf
k→∞

∫
{|∇ψk|<m}

[Fyy(x)ψk ·ψk +2Fyz(x)ψk ·∇ψk +Fzz(x)∇ψk ·∇ψk] dx

= liminf
k→∞

∫
{|∇ψk|<m}∩{|∇bk|<m}

fk(x)dx.(4.16)

Then, by (4.13), (4.15) and letting ε → 0 (the dependence on mε will have been removed), we
conclude that,

1
2

∫
Ω

[
Fyy(x)ψ(x) ·ψ(x)+2Fyz(x)ψ(x) ·∇ψ(x)+

∫
Fzz(x)z · zdνx(z)

]
dx

≤ liminf
k→∞

∫
Ω

fk(x)dx,

concluding the proof of Claim 4.

To prove (4.16), we introduce the notation

L(ty, tz)[y,z] = L(x,u0(x)+ ty,∇u0(x)+ tz)[(y,z),(y,z)]

and note that ∫
{|∇ψk|<m}∩{|∇bk|<m}

fk(x)dx = Ik
1 + Ik

2 + Ik
3 + Ik

4 ,
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where

Ik
1 =

∫
Ω

1{|∇ψk|<m}∩{|∇bk|<m}

∫ 1

0
(1− t) [L(tαkψk, tαk∇ψk)−L(0,0)] [ψk,∇ψk]dt dx;

Ik
2 =

1
2

∫
{|∇ψk|<m}

L(0,0)[ψk,∇ψk]dx;

Ik
3 =−1

2

∫
{|∇ψk|<m}

L(0,0)[ψk,∇ψk]
(
1−1{|∇bk|<m}

)
dx;

Ik
4 =−

∫
Ω

1{|∇ψk|<m}∩{|∇bk|<m}

∫ 1

0
(1− t)L(tαkbk, tαk∇bk)[bk,∇bk]dt dx.

The term Ik
2 is precisely the one appearing on the left-hand side of (4.16) and it thus suffices to

prove that Ik
1 , Ik

3 and Ik
4 all converge to 0 as k→ ∞. It is clear, by the Dominated Convergence

Theorem, that since αk → 0, Ik
1 → 0 as k→ ∞. Regarding the term Ik

4 , note that the sequence of
functions

L(tαkbk, tαk∇bk)[∇bk,∇bk]1{|∇bk|<m}∩{|∇ψk|<m}

is bounded in L∞(Ω) for all t ∈ [0,1] (recall αkbk → 0 uniformly) and, therefore, it is equiinte-
grable. In addition, this sequence converges to 0 in measure because ∇bk→ 0 in measure and, by
[H0], all partial derivatives of second order of F are continuous. These two facts imply, by Vitali’s
Convergence Theorem, that Ik

4 → 0 as k→ ∞.

Furthermore, given that ∇bk→ 0 in measure and (|ψk|) is equiintegrable, we also have that

|Ik
3 | ≤ cm

∫
Ω

|ψk|
(
1−1{|∇bk|<m}

)
dx→ 0, as k→ ∞.

Hence, (4.16) follows and, consequently, Claim 4.

Step 5. In this last step, we show that the inequality obtained in Claim 4 together with the strict
positivity of the second variation, leads to a contradiction.

By Lemma 4.8 (see also Remark 4.9), for any x∈Ω, the function H(x,z) = Fzz(x)z ·z−2c0|z− ν̄x|2
is quasiconvex at every z∈RN×d , where ν̄x = ∇ψ(x) a.e. in Ω. In particular, since (νx)x is a gradi-
ent Young measure and H(x, ·) has quadratic growth, Jensen’s inequality from the characterisation
of gradient Young measures2 implies that for a.e. x ∈Ω,

(4.17)
1
2

Fzz(x)∇ψ(x) ·∇ψ(x)+ c0

∫
RN×d
|z−∇ψ(x)|2 dνx(z)≤

1
2

∫
RN×d

Fzz(x)z · zdνx(z).

On the other hand, in Step 4 we showed that∫
Ω

[
Fyy(x)ψ ·ψ +2Fyz(x)ψ ·∇ψ +

∫
Fzz(x)z · zdνx(z)

]
dx≤ 0

and, by (4.17), we may hence deduce that

1
2

∫
Ω

[Fyy(x)ψ ·ψ +2Fyz(x)ψ ·∇ψ +Fzz(x)∇ψ ·∇ψ] dx

+ c0

∫
Ω

∫
|z−∇ψ|2 dνx(z)dx≤ 0.

However, the second variation has been assumed strongly positive (see assumption (II) in Theo-
rem 4.2), so that the above inequality implies

c0

2

∫
Ω

|∇ψ|2 dx+ c0

∫
Ω

∫
|z−∇ψ|2 dνx(z)dx≤ 0,

2See, for example, [KP94] or [Rin18, Lemma 5.1].
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i.e. ∇ψ = 0, ψ = 0 (by Poincaré’s inequality) and νx = δ0 a.e. in Ω. In particular, we infer that
∇ψk ⇀ 0 in L2(Ω,RN) and that ∇ψk→ 0 in measure (since the generated measure is an elementary
Young measure, see [Rin18, Lemma 4.12]).

To conclude the proof, we first note that

α

p−2
p

k ψk = βkα
− 2

p
k ηkψk.

Hence, for a subsequence that we do not relabel, we may use (4.12) to further deduce that α

p−2
p

k ψk ⇀

0 in W1,p(Ω,RN). Then, it is clear that

• α
−1
k S(αkψk)−→ 0 in L2 and

• α
−1
k S(αk∇ψk) is bounded in L2.

Whereby, we may apply Proposition 4.6 with hk = αkψk = ϕk and ak = αk to estimate

c0

2
= liminf

k→∞

c0

2

∫
Ω

|∇ψk|2 dx

≤ liminf
k→∞

c0

2

∫
Ω

(
|∇ψk|2 +α

p−2
k |∇ψk|p

)
dx

≤ liminf
k→∞

α
−2
k G(x,ϕk,∇ϕk)dx≤ 0.

Since c0 > 0, this is a contradiction and the proof of Theorem 4.2 is complete.
�

5. THE CASE OF DOMAINS LOCALLY DIFFEOMORPHIC TO A CONE

In this section we establish the proof of Theorem 4.3 for the general case in which Ω is locally
diffeomorphic to a cone.

Proof of Theorem 4.3 (general case). Observe first that, by compactness of ∂Ω, there are a finite
set of points {y1, ...,yM} ⊆ ∂Ω and radii r1, ...,rM > 0 such that

∂Ω⊆
M⋃

j=1

B
(

y j,
r j

2

)
and for which there exist cones C1, ...,CM and orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms
g j : Ω(y j,r j) → D j ⊆ C j with g j(∂Ω∩ B(y j,r j)) ⊆ ∂C j. Hence, for x∗ ∈ ΓN arbitrary, x∗ ∈
B
(
y j,

r j
2

)
for some 1≤ j ≤M.

Assume temporarily that, for any δ > 0, there exist some R0 > 0 independent of x∗, a conical
boundary region D∗ and a diffeomorphism Φ : D∗ 7→Ω(x j,r j), such that

Φ(x∗) = x∗;(5.1)

‖Φ− IdD∗‖C1(D∗∩B(x∗,R0),Rd)+‖det∇Φ−1‖C0(D∗∩B(x∗,R0)) < δ ;(5.2)

B(x∗,R1)⊆Φ(B(x∗,R0)),(5.3)

where R1 > 0 is a positive radius that does not depend on x∗.
Under this assumption, for a fixed ε > 0, we use Lemma 4.4 (b)-(c) to find 0< δ < 1 and Rε > 0

such that the inequality∣∣G(x0,0,zJ)− c0|S(zJ)|2−
(
G(x,y,z)|detJ|− c0|S(z)|2|detJ|

)∣∣
≤c|y|2|detJ|+ ε|S(z)|2|detJ|(5.4)
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is satisfied whenever x ∈Ω(x0,Rε) and |y|+ |J− Id |< δ . For such a δ > 0, we may take R0 such
that (5.2)-(5.3) hold. We further assume that ||Φ||C1(D∗∩B(x∗,R0),Rd) ≤ 2 and we set

R :=
1
4

min{Rε ,R1,r j,diam(Ω) : 1≤ j ≤M}.

In order to show that u0 indeed satisfies (∗) of Theorem 4.3, we consider the following cases.
Case 1. If Ω(x0,R)∩ΓN 6= /0, we choose x∗ ∈ Ω(x0,R)∩ΓN such that x∗ is a vertex of the cone
into which, by assumption, Ω(x0,R) can be mapped under a diffeomorphism. Whereby, Ω(x0,R)⊆
Ω(x∗,2R). Furthermore, if x∗ ∈Ω(yJ,

rJ
2 ), then Ω(x∗,2R)⊆Ω(yJ,

rJ
2 ).

We now consider Φ as above. Then, for any ξ ∈Φ−1(Ω(x0,R)), we have |Φ(ξ )− x0|< R and,
consequently, |Φ(ξ )−x∗|<R1. Hence, by (5.3), |ξ−x∗|<R0. Then, if ϕ ∈Var(Ω(x0,R),RN)W1,p

satisfies

(5.5) ‖ϕ‖L∞(Ω(x0,R),RN) < δ

with δ > 0 as above, in virtue of (5.2) we can substitute x = Φ(ξ ), y = ϕ(Φ(ξ )), z := ∇ϕ(Φ(ξ ))

and J := ∇Φ(ξ ) in (5.4) to obtain, after integrating over Φ−1(Ω(x0,R)),

∫
Φ−1(Ω(x0,R))

G(x0,0,∇ϕ(Φ(ξ ))∇Φ(ξ ))dξ

− c0

∫
Φ−1(Ω(x0,R))

|S(∇ϕ(Φ(ξ ))∇Φ(ξ ))|2 dξ

−
∫

Φ−1(Ω(x0,R))
G(Φ(ξ ),ϕ(Φ(ξ )),∇ϕ(Φ(ξ )))|det∇Φ(ξ )|dξ

+ c0

∫
Φ−1(Ω(x0,R))

|S (∇ϕ(Φ(ξ )))|2 |det∇Φ(ξ )|dξ

≤c
∫

Φ−1(Ω(x0,R))
|ϕ(Φ(ξ ))|2 |det∇Φ(ξ )|dξ

+ ε

∫
Φ−1(Ω(x0,R))

|S(∇ϕ(Φ(ξ ))|2|det∇Φ(ξ )|dξ .(5.6)

We are interested in using the quasiconvexity at the boundary in order to simplify the above ex-
pression. With this aim, we define ϕ̃ : Φ−1(Ω(x0,R))→ RN as

ϕ̃(ξ ) := ϕ ◦Φ(ξ ).

We wish to establish that ϕ̃ is a suitable test function for the quasiconvexity at the boundary con-
dition that we have imposed. Indeed, by construction, D := Φ−1(Ω(x0,R)) is a standard conical-
boundary region and ϕ̃(x) = 0 for all x ∈ ∂D∩ intC , so that the quasiconvexity at the boundary
can be applied at x∗ with this test function by Remark 2.10 and Lemma 2.12.

Noting that ∇ϕ̃(ξ ) = ∇ϕ(Φ(ξ ))∇Φ(ξ ), the quasiconvexity at the boundary condition reads

0≤
∫

Φ−1(Ω(x0,R))
G(x0,0,∇(ϕ ◦Φ)(ξ ))dξ − c0

∫
Φ−1(Ω(x0,R))

|S(∇(ϕ ◦Φ)(ξ ))|2 dξ .(5.7)
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From inequalities (5.6) and (5.7), we infer that

−
∫

Φ−1(Ω(x0,R))
G(Φ(ξ ),ϕ ◦Φ(ξ ),∇ϕ(Φ(ξ ))|det∇Φ(ξ )|dξ

+ c0

∫
Φ−1(Ω(x0,R))

|S (∇ϕ(Φ(ξ ))) |2|det∇Φ(ξ )|dξ

≤ε

∫
Φ−1(Ω(x0,R))

|S(∇ϕ(Φ(ξ )))|2|det∇Φ(ξ )|dξ

+ c
∫

Φ−1(Ω(x0,R))
|ϕ(Φ(ξ ))|2|det∇Φ(ξ )|dξ .

Applying the change of variables x = Φ(ξ ), this leads to

−
∫

Ω(x0,R)
G(x,ϕ(x),∇ϕ(x))+ c0|S (∇ϕ(x)) |2 dx

≤ε

∫
Ω(x0,R)

|S(∇ϕ(x))|2 dx+ c
∫

Ω(x0,R)
|ϕ(x)|2 dx.(5.8)

Also, since ϕ ∈ Var(Ω(x0,R),RN)W1,p and u0 is an F-extremal,∫
Ω(x0,R)

Fy(x,u0(x),∇u0(x)) ·ϕ(x)+Fz(x,u0(x),∇u0(x)) ·∇ϕ(x)dx = 0.

This, together with (5.8), imply for ε = c0
2 that∫

Ω(x0,R)
(F(x,u0(x)+ϕ(x),∇u0(x)+∇ϕ(x))−F(x,u0(x),∇u0(x))) dx

− c0

∫
Ω(x0,R)

|S (∇ϕ(x)) |2 dx+ c
∫

Ω(x0,R)
|ϕ(x)|2 dx

≥ − c0

2

∫
Ω(x0,R)

|S (∇ϕ(x)) |2 dx,

which gives the desired inequality after adding c0
∫

Ω(x0,R) |S (∇ϕ(x)) |2 dx to both sides of the above
expression. This concludes the proof of (∗) for x0 in a neighbourhood of ΓN .
Case 2. To prove (∗) if x0 ∈ Ω is not in the neighbourhood of radius R of ΓN , a simpler version
of the above proof works, since we can then use that the standard quasiconvexity holds in Ω and
take Φ as the identity diffeomorphism in the above proof, given that there is no need, in this case,
to transform the boundary into a subset of a cone. All other calculations follow in the exact same
way.
To conclude the proof of the theorem, it remains to show that the diffeomorphism Φ can be con-
structed with the required properties. We emphasize that the role of Φ is to locally “blow-up” the
boundary of Ω by smoothly mapping it into the corresponding cone.

We observe that, for x∗ ∈ ΓN arbitrary, x∗ ∈ B(y j,r j) for some 1 ≤ j ≤ M. Recall that D j =

g j[Ω(y j,r j)] and write

A := ∇g j(x∗) ∈ Rd×d and D∗ := A−1D j−A−1g j(x∗)+ x∗ ⊆ Rd .

Consider the diffeomorphism Φ : D∗→Ω(x j,r j) given by

(5.9) Φ(ξ ) := g−1
j (A(ξ − x∗)+g j(x∗)) .

Clearly,

Φ
−1(x) = A−1 · (g j(x)−g j(x∗))+ x∗
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and, hence, Φ is well defined. We then observe that, for ξ ∈ D∗,

|Φ(ξ )−ξ |+ |∇Φ(ξ )− Id |

=|g−1
j (A(ξ − x∗)+g j(x∗))−g−1

j (g j(ξ ))|

+
∣∣∣[∇g−1

j (A(ξ − x∗)+g j(x∗))−∇g j(x∗)−1
]

∇g j(x∗)
∣∣∣

=|g−1
j (A(ξ − x∗)+g j(x∗))−g−1

j (g j(ξ ))|

+
∣∣∣[∇g−1

j (A(ξ − x∗)+g j(x∗))−∇g−1
j (g j(x∗))

]
∇g j(x∗)

∣∣∣
≤cω

j
0(|A||ξ − x∗|+ |g j(x∗)−g j(ξ )|)+ c|A|ω j

1(|A||ξ − x∗|),(5.10)

where ω
j

0 and ω
j

1 are moduli of continuity of g−1
j and ∇g−1

j respectively.
Since g j is continuous over the compact set Ω(y j,r j) and the set {g1, ...,gM} is finite, this

implies that, given δ > 0, there exists some R0 > 0, that does not depend on x∗, such that (5.2) is
satisfied.

By uniform continuity and the fact that Φ(x∗) = x∗, we can further find R1 > 0, independent of
x∗, such that (5.3) also holds.

�

6. APPENDIX: PROOF OF THE TECHNICAL LEMMA

For the ease of the reader, we restate Lemma 4.4 which we prove in this section. We remark
that its proof is motivated by the truncation strategy originated in [AF87].

Lemma 4.4. Let Ω⊂ Rd be a Lipschitz domain. Assume further that F : Ω×RN×RN×d → R is
a continuous integrand, u0 ∈ C1(Ω,RN) and that [H0], [H1] and [UC] hold. Define the function
G : Ω×RN×RN×d → R by

G(x,y,z) :=F(x,u0(x)+ y,∇u0(x)+ z)−F(x)−Fy(x) · y−Fz(x) · z

=
∫ 1

0
(1− t)L(x,u0(x)+ ty,∇u0(x)+ tz)[(y,z),(y,z)],

where the bilinear form L(x,v,w) is given by

L(x,v,w)[(y,z),(ŷ, ẑ)] :=Fyy(x,v,w)y · ŷ+Fyz(x,v,w)y · z+Fyz(x,v,w)ŷ · ẑ
+Fzz(x,v,w)z · ẑ.

The following hold:

(a) for each x ∈ Ω, y, ŷ ∈ RN and z, ẑ ∈ RN×d and for some locally bounded function C(y, ŷ)
on R2N ,

|G(x,y,z)−G(x, ŷ, ẑ)| ≤C(y, ŷ)(Ap−1(y,z, ŷ, ẑ)|z− ẑ|+Ap(y,z, ŷ, ẑ)|y− ŷ|) ,

where
Ap(y,z, ŷ, ẑ) = |y|+ |ŷ|+ |z|+ |ẑ|+ |z|p + |ẑ|p.

In particular, for some locally bounded function C(y),

|G(x,y,z)| ≤C(y)
(
|S(y)|2 + |S(z)|2

)
;

(b) for every ε > 0 there exist R = R(ε) > 0 and δ = δ (ε) > 0 such that, for all x0,x ∈ Ω,
z ∈ RN×d and J ∈ Rd×d , if |x− x0|< R, w = zJ and |y|+ |J− Id |< δ , then

|G(x0,0,w)−G(x,y,z)|detJ||< c|y|2|detJ|+ ε|S(z)|2|detJ|

for some constant c > 0 where Id denotes the d×d identity matrix;
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(c) for every ε > 0 there exists δ = δ (ε) > 0 such that, for all z ∈ RN×d and J ∈ Rd×d , if
w = zJ and |J− Id |< δ , then

c0
∣∣|S(zJ)|2−|S(z)|2|detJ|

∣∣<ε|S(z)|2.

Proof. To prove (a), by the triangle inequality we estimate

|G(x,y,z)−G(x, ŷ, ẑ)| ≤ |G(x,y,z)−G(x, ŷ,z)|+ |G(x, ŷ,z)−G(x, ŷ, ẑ)|=: I+ II.

We next use a truncation strategy and consider two cases.
Case 1: |y|+ |ŷ|+ |z|+ |ẑ| ≤ 1. The approach that we follow is based on the quadratic behaviour

of G for small values of |y|+ |ŷ|+ |z|+ |ẑ|.

I≤
∣∣∣∣∫ 1

0
(Fy(x,u0(x)+ ŷ+ t(y− ŷ),∇u0(x)+ z)−Fy(x,u0(x),∇u0(x)+ z)) · (y− ŷ)dt

∣∣∣∣
+

∣∣∣∣∫ 1

0
(Fy(x,u0(x),∇u0(x)+ z)−Fy(x,u0(x),∇u0(x))) · (y− ŷ)dt

∣∣∣∣
≤
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
|Fyy(x,u0(x)+ st(y− ŷ),∇u0(x)+ z)(t(y− ŷ)) · (y− ŷ)| dsdt

+
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
|Fzy(x,u0(x),∇u0(x)+ sz)z · (y− ŷ)| dsdt

≤c(|y|+ |ŷ|+ |z|+ |ẑ|) |y− ŷ|.

Moreover,

II≤
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
|Fyz(x,u0(x)+ sŷ,∇u0(x)+ ẑ+ t(z− ẑ))ŷ · (z− ẑ)| dsdt

+
∫ 1

0

∫ 1

0
|Fzz(x,u0(x),∇u0(x)+ sẑ)ẑ · (z− ẑ)| dsdt

≤c(|y|+ |ŷ|+ |z|+ |ẑ|) |z− ẑ|.

We emphasize that the last inequality in each of the two estimates above relies only on condition
[H0] and the fact that u0 and ∇u0 are uniformly bounded.

Case 2: |y|+ |ŷ|+ |z|+ |ẑ|> 1. By the triangle inequality, the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus
and [H1] (b), we obtain that

I≤
∫ 1

0
|Fy(x,u0(x)+ ŷ+ t(y− ŷ),∇u0(x)+ z) · (y− ŷ)| dt + |Fy(x) · (y− ŷ)|

≤C(y, ŷ)(|y|+ |ŷ|+ |z|+ |ẑ|+ |z|p)||y− ŷ|.

Similarly, we can deduce that

II≤
∫ 1

0
|Fz(x,u0(x)+ ŷ,∇u0(x)+ z+ t(z− ẑ)) · (z− ẑ)| dt + |Fz(x) · (z− ẑ)|

≤C(y, ŷ)(|y|+ |ŷ|+ |z|+ |ẑ|+ |z|p−1 + |ẑ|p−1)||z− ẑ|.

This concludes the proof of (a), after using the definition of Ap.
To prove (b), fix ε > 0 and estimate as

|G(x0,0,w)−G(x,y,z)| ≤|G(x0,0,w)−G(x0,0,z)|+ |G(x0,0,z)−G(x,0,z)|
+ |G(x,0,z)−G(x,y,z)|=: I+ II+ III.
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To estimate term I, note that w = zJ and we may assume that |J− Id |< 1 so that J ≤ c(d). Then,
setting y = ŷ = 0 in part (a) we deduce that, for δ small enough,

I = |G(x0,0,w)−G(x0,0,z)| ≤ c
(
|z|+ |w|+ |z|p−1 + |w|p−1)|z−w|

≤ c
(
|z|+ |z|p−1)|J− Id ||z|

< ε|S(z)|2.

To estimate term III, we may take |y|< 1 and use part (a) again with ẑ = z and ŷ = 0, to find that

III = |G(x,0,z)−G(x,y,z)| ≤ c
(
|y|+ |z|+ |z|p

)
|y|

≤ c
(
|y|2 + |y||z|+ |y||z|p

)
≤ c
(
(1+Cε)|y|2 +

ε

c
|S(z)|2

)
= c|y|2 + ε|S(z)|2,

where the last inequality follows by setting |y| < δ < ε/c and Young’s inequality. The estimate
for II follows a similar strategy to the proof of (a). In particular, for |z| ≤ 1,

|G(x0,0,z)−G(x,0,z)| ≤
∫ 1

0
|Fzz(x,u0(x),∇u0(x)+ tz)−Fzz(x0,u0(x0),∇u0(x0)+ tz)| |z|2 dt

≤cω̃0(|x− x0|)|z|2,

where ω̃0 is a modulus of continuity depending, in this case, also on the C1 function u0.
On the other hand, for |z|> 1, we observe that

|G(x0,0,z)−G(x,0,z)| ≤|F(x,u0(x),∇u0(x)+ z)−F(x0,u0(x0),∇u0(x0)+ z)|
+ |F(x0,u0(x0),∇u0(x0))−F(x,u0(x),∇u0(x))|
+ |Fz(x,u0(x),∇u0(x))−Fz(x0,u0(x0),∇u0(x0))| |z|.

From the uniform continuity assumption [UC] and the continuity of Fz and ∇u0, it is clear that
there exists an R = R(ε)> 0 such that if |x− x0|< R, it holds that

(6.1) II≤ ε

2
(1+ |z|p)+ ε

2
|z| ≤ ε|S(z)|2.

The two estimates together imply that there exists an R = R(ε) > 0 such that if |x− x0| < R and
z ∈ RN×d

II = |G(x0,0,z)−G(x,0,z)|< ε|S(z)|2.
We thus deduce that, given ε > 0, we can find R = R(ε) > 0 and δ = δ (ε) > 0 such that for all
x0,x ∈Ω with |x− x0|< R and for all z ∈ RN×d and J ∈ Rd×d with |y|+ |J− Id |< δ

|G(x0,0,w)−G(x,y,z)|= I+ II+ III < c|y|2 + ε|S(z)|2.

The conclusion of (b) follows from this and the continuity of the determinant.
Finally, to prove (c) we observe that, for any given C,ε > 0 there is a δ = δ (ε)∈ (0,min{ ε

2 ,1})
such that, if |J− Id |< δ with J ∈Rd×d , we can ensure that |J− Id |+ |1−|det(J)||< ε

4C . We now
estimate, for any z ∈ RN×d and J ∈ Rd×d with |J− Id |< δ as above, that

c0
∣∣|S(zJ)|2−|S(z)|2|detJ|

∣∣≤c0
[∣∣|S(zJ)|2−|S(z)|2

∣∣+ |S(z)|2|1−|detJ||
]

+C|S(z)|2|1−|detJ||(6.2)

≤C
[
|S(z)|2|J− Id |+ |S(z)|2|1−|detJ||

]
<ε|S(z)|2.(6.3)
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We remark that inequality (6.2) follows from the Lipschitz properties of the function S, since
|t p− sp| ≤ c(p)(t p−1 + sp−1)|t− s| for t,s ≥ 0, p ≥ 1. Note also that we are using |J| ≤C, since
|J− Id |< δ < 1. This concludes the proof.

�
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